Terms of member services - Written Sales
The Olympsport organizes sporadically for his members written sale philatelist material sporting and Olympic theme.
Persons concerned about sale they may offer own philatelist material by form written description with requisite of
minimum price to the organizer action. To list will place to mark on answer and only on requisition material intended
for sale will send to his address. Organizer is able to some offered material refuse without denouncement reason.
The list offered lots with their description and illustrations is published on our web www.olymp-sport.cz . The persons
concerned about purchase send its offers on you entries, about which care, namely either directly at visit to our web
or in writing by post.
Individual offers must be mentioned concrete sum in Kc in graded height this way: to the 50. Kc in even of the
number of Kc, to the 100. Kc in multiple 5. Kc, to the 500. Kc in multiple 10. Kc, height in multiple 50. Kc. mistaken
offers are swap data set automatically by computer on nearest fit multiple to down.
The lot regaining highest handed up offer, indeed at the expense of only about single stage superior to nearest lower
handed up offer. For example.with offers : 18 - 26 - 50 regaining lot that, who offered 50. indeed at the expense of
28. Kc (26 + 2). .if is made more same and highest offers, decides date of receipt well filed e - mail bid, eventually
date of postmark near written version.
In tables "List lots" mentioned on web always be row 100 lots, where be in single columns mentioned:
The lot No.
Country, country's identification sign where was material published
Picture mini - picture what after klick will enlarge, on ESC picture will closed.
Description of the lot numeral threeplaces code is featured at the end description, single
sums only at the mailings really transported by the post. First digit means look and quality
complex, alternative quality print postmark and third quality paste - up stamps. Best is 5,
worst 1. Near stationeries, that are not supplementary postage and at articles post - office.port
payé or with metter postmarks is then place third numbers pause.
Start v Kč - starting price v Kč, the price is low, which can be inserted into the menu
Offer in CZK - edit box where you can fill your bid according to the chosen currency and
according to those rules for values Bid
Term for transmission offers on web is Sunday 5. April 2015 (to the 24 hours.), and it is not possible him
cross.
Offers of yours bids compile - time in table on web This bids are sent after click on the button " Send"..Make the bed"
(at the bottom list) to organizer of those services electronically email. The sending "List of bids ". is possible returned
and correct will bE every time list, sent as last.Filled - out data it is possible abandon by the help of buttons "Restore"
(heed will deleted everything), or is ahead of sending repair.
Received will version with filled - out obligatory datum and with minimally one bid..
To its accounting handed up bids advise save painted record after sending offers button "Make the bed". Record
save by the help of election "Page" / "Save as", pick out where do you want this information save and in the country
"File name" set call (e.g . Form Confirmation_htm 1 or Sale 2015- 1). At sending next offers escalate last digit to no
happen to write-over mode sets new storage.
Organizers sale prefer that manner on - line bid, near written version is able to come to inaccuracies at hand
transcription datums to the tables automated system plotting sale.
Bill by post, e - mail or personally, endermic, on leaf paper A5 with address in upside, namely c/o:
ing J.Petrasek, Zborovska 1025, 282 01 Cesky Brod, Czechia
To inquiries you can use field "Remark" in list lots or write c/o:
divis.vaclav@centrum.cz (copy: olympsport@gmail.com)
Gained entries are send in R letters, to prices is liken postage (according to sizes dispatches) and ball (5. Kc). Aren't
invoiced no next charges! Settlement interested person will carry out in no time money orders or by transferring at the
expense of:
182566063//0800
(boil. symbol 2015xxx, where xxx is issue bidder which you allot). Owners of lots will send organizer action general
sum lowered about 10%, which serve as settlement of others loads written sales.
<<< wish to all active participants successful hunt and pleasant entertainment >>>

